RISC-based 64-bit microprocessor technologies are available today in scaleable form factors and systems that are being implemented in distributed control systems and SCADA systems for the power industry. Using this new technology, within the Video Display Units for the control room console, enables new and advanced methods to monitor the power grid. The 64-bit RISC technology, coupled with open and standard technologies, such as PCI and VME, provides a modular approach to construct systems with large compute power and high bandwidth to handle and manipulate interactive multimedia and advanced communication technologies.
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Today, there are no Corporations, Utilities and few National Governments who could afford, if it were technically possible, to populate a 64 bit computer with all the memory that could be addressed since the 1995 street prices for memory would cost in excess of 7 Trillion Dollars. So why does Digital Equipment Corporation make a 64 bit computer for the market now and why are more vendors planning them in the near future?
The 64 Bit Microprocessor
The microprocessor vendors have exhibited a trend over the last several years to offer increased performance, increased functionality and reduced cost in excess of 20% per year. Within the past 12 months, the pace has become even faster: 50% increase in performance, 50% decrease in cost, for a 100% net effect of change per year. When new microprocessor designs are produced, there are more and more transistors available for the same or lower price point. More transistors means more functionality and or performance.
In order to use this new functionality, a computer's architecture must expand. It has been well proven that leading edge computer applications consume approximately 1.5 additional address bits per year and other applications consume 1 additional address bit. "It is not a question of when you'll need 64 bits. It is a question when you will need that thirty third bit. For a lot of applications, that time is now." [5] states a Senior Vice President, Product Strategy, Computer Systems Division, Digital Equipment Corporation. The most prevalent part of an application that hits the 32 bit limit is the underlying database.
64 bit data or arithmetic processing units have been available for some time. For many applications, 32 bit addresses have all been consumed or will be shortly. Adding functionality to an existing architecture can only progress so far then a new architecture is required. That is why the large microprocessor manufacturers are offering or planning to offer 64 bit CPUs.
A true 64 bit computer implements both 64 data bits and 64 bit addressing, even if only a subset of the address lines are implemented or ever will be. 64 bit addressing can address 1.8*10
19 bytes of main memory, that is 18,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes and at a typical $40 per megabyte of memory, would be $7.2 Trillion at 1995 rates. The industry leading 64 bit architecture today is Alpha from Digital Equipment Corporation. This architecture has yielded the fastest processors (over other vendor's 64 bit designs and 32 bit designs) in the industry for the last three years, (speed based on SPECint92 and SPECfp92 ratings). The Alpha processors of 1994 implement 34 bits of physical memory (43 bits of virtual memory), but check all the 64 bits. 34 bits permits 16GB of memory. Using today's memory prices, 16 GB would cost $640K.
Bit Data
Floating point data types have been 64 bits or more for many years. Most microprocessors can manipulate this 64 bit data. Most 32 bit systems provide either a hardware 64 bit floating point co-processor or a software emulator for 64 bit floating point arithmetic. Integer arithmetic within a 32 bit system on the other hand is limited to either 32 bits, software emulated 64 bits, or string arithmetic routines (the string routines reside in an operating system library, t hat operate on 8 bytes of data at a time ( 8 bytes where each byte is 8 bits is a 64 bit value) ).
Floating point data is typically described in one of two format types, either IEEE format or VAX format. Either format provides 64 bit and 128 bit formats for precision and accuracy. 32 bit systems typically provide software emulation for formats with greater than 32 bits, similarly 64 bit systems also provide software emulation for greater than 64 bit formats. Software emulation has a significant performance penalty, but it provides a lot of functional flexibility (you can simulate any format you want). The Alpha microprocessor has software emulation for 128-bit double precision integer arithmetic. Although this isn't unique to the Alpha design, the Alpha does provide better performance (over a 32 bit system) due to the use of 64-bit integer instructions in the software implementation.
Bit Addressing
Today's Alpha system implementations fully implement 64 bit data addressing , however only 34 bits of physical address is implemented (due to practical limits and costs of memory subsystems) and 43 bits of virtual addressing. The hardware performs checking of the remaining bits so that all software developed in the future will run on systems deployed in 1995 and all previous generations of Alpha, thus this feature provide full backward compatibility. "You don't just buy technology, you make an investment. And when you invest you have to look at the long term. You can't afford to buy equipment that will become obsolete in a matter of years" [5] , Richard C. Zbikowski, Project Manager, Boston Edison Energy Management Center.
This 64 bit feature is only a benefit if you can take advantage of it. In saying that, being able to address 1.8*10
19 in main memory is only a valuable feature unless your application needs it. Why would you need it? : 1) to improve your database application's performance and features, 2) your application makes use of full frame video data (not compressed) and you record this data in your database as any other data type, and or 3) you have run out of address bits at 32 bit addressing (in theory you have 4 GB addressability, but most systems today limit the physical addressability to 2GB) to hold the data your application uses.
To take advantage of the 64 bit hardware addressing, the resident operating system must allow 64 bit addressing. Today, Digital offers Alpha systems capable of supporting more than 2GB of physical memory running the DEC OSF/1 operating system. These systems can have very large data sets loaded in memory. The data resident in memory can be accessed in a fraction of time (160ns vs. 10ms) as contrasted to the data being accessed from a disk drive. (In December 1994, within Digital's family of systems, only the DEC 7000 supports more memory than 2GB. This system supports up to 14GB of memory. Attachment 1 references a public benchmark demonstration of an 8GB memory resident database having a 600% to 800% performance improvement over a conventional disk-based database.) For systems that support less than 2GB of physical memory, the very large virtual address capability (43 bits) allows the database to be virtual memory resident (still using the paging disk) rather than being disk resident. This eliminates the need to have tree structures to describe the file to locate data records and thus permits the entire database to be a single flat file. While not performing at memory speeds this still is a significant performance boost.
Performance Implications
The more subtle argument is : "it's true that any computation you can do with a 64-bit system can also be done with a 32-bit system, or with a pure Turing machine, for that matter". If you want to address a lot of things, more than 2,147,483,648 (2GB) to be exact, a system with true 64-bit addressing --and as Digital's Dick Sites Alpha Architect points out, "that means the ability to do 64-bit integer arithmetic in hardware on 64-bit addresses" --is less complex than one that must use algorithms in software to accomplish the same thing. Flat 64-bit addressing is simple. Algorithms in software are not: they break, they must be maintained, and they have repercussions for performance.
As shown in Table 1 
Application of Available Computer Power
For a traditional SCADA/EMS utility control system, computers have been applied as the MMI (Man Machine Interface) and the Historian/Database engine. Other applications are also being applied to existing or new hardware implementations.
With the exception of the mimic/graphic displays console display, MMI, it is reasonable to simplify the SCADA/EMS application to the implementation of a database.
Data acquisition collects large quantities of data and stores it, refer to Mimic and trending applications access this data for display on the MMI system and are thus database access applications. Any performance enhancements to database access will positively effect the MMI application.
Additionally, with the growing trend to integrate data sets between GIS (Graphical Information Systems) and SCADA systems necessitates a timely information flow, thus performance enhancements in the SCADA environment for rapid data access benefit the GIS system. It is very common to have a GIS dataset 10 times the size of the SCADA dataset. For the utility that takes a forward view of this integration, bringing subsets of the GIS data and displays into the control room, on to the MMI, requires additional computer resources within the MMI sub-system for the timely access and display of the data. There is movement to apply an entire database scheme in memory for small GIS (less than 10 GB) installations, to further understand the merits of rapid data access and apply the additional computational resources to problems that have been left unaddressed (due to 32 bit hardware limitations).
Another emerging trend to apply today's computer horsepower to the MMI subsystem is by expanding the traditional MMI beyond graphic mimics with enhancements of multimedia and hypermedia documentation [3] . ABB Power Plant Control has undertaken this effort and is starting to successfully deploy these advance developments in day-to-day operational control rooms. Part of the effort has centered on bringing live video onto the MMI display for the monitoring of key operation sites, for ad-hoc conferencing, and for video capture, analysis & recognition. Another effort for capture, analysis & recognition has been for audio as well. In some data point instances, both audio and video. Graphic mimics have been hyperlinked to online electronic documentation that includes CAD images, wiring diagrams, "as built" documents, maintenance history/methods, audio/video sequences and system, building & operations documentation.
The use of the multimedia technologies and documentation schemes can consume large amount of resources. Fortunately, there are compression techniques and pass through methods for most of these technologies to reduce the size of data sets that are created and or stored. Refer to Table 3 [4]and Table 4 . Though for instant analysis of some data forms, the uncompressed form is required to be resident in memory. The trade-off is application access speed and cost of storage media ($40/megabyte for memory vs $0.50 megabyte for magnetic disk and $0.001 for CD ROM). These are particularly useful for assisting a disabled person to use the computer, for providing voice annotation to data, and or for providing distinctive warnings for alarms and events within a control room. The method of speech synthesis keeps source files small as contrasted to pre-recorded speech files. Also, this method allows flexibility to construct data sets from tables as the situation dictates rather than be locked in to a set of pre-defined messages.
Speech recognition as an input device is still in the early stage of development. There are speaker independent recognition methods available, but they consume vast quantities of CPU power. Even though a 64 bit microprocessor can easily provide this function, the limitations of this technology in a busy control room, centers on the lack of a robust vocabulary, speaker independence and background noise elimination.
In the case of ABB Power Plant Control [3] , they are applying audio as a data variable for the sound of motors to monitor proper operation.
Integrated voice applications with the computer inside the control room are in their earliest stages. As audio technologies evolve over the next several years in many different industries and applications, more robust applications of it are still to come into the control room.
Video. Video as a data type is available today. Many companies, including Digital, offer video boards for PCs and workstations. Mostly these boards provide the capability to display a video source on the computer monitor. Additional value can be achieved by displaying stored video clips in response to actions and events within the control room. With the right software, this same hardware provides video conferencing within an organization and plant.
Video sources typically deployed in the control room include control room security, plant, and network operations, but are rarely integrated with the computer-based MMI. Reducing the number of display screens is of great value. The full value of this data will be achieved when the computer can identify operational problems seen in the video, often before other data sources can detect it, for example, vapors or smoke. This is some of the work that ABB Power Plant Control is undertaking [3] . In the example of vapor around a pump, the operator could then bring up on the MMI on-line information about that pump stored in a hypermedia scheme. This would include the spec sheets , the engineering drawings, maintenance procedures (even as a video and audio sequence), and its maintenance history.
Cost Implications for the Future
64 bit microprocessor chip technology is not the only cost driver for computer syst ems of the future (even though the cost of chip itself is not significant, refer to table 1). Computer systems vendors faced with ever shortening development cycles and competition introduce new systems greater than once every year. Hardware design standards and technologies such as PCI provide the necessary performance at cost points unimagined only a year ago. Graphics cards and multihead graphics (with performances exceeding 2 million vector per second) and disk controllers (with data rates >10Mbytes per second) now cost only a few hundred dollars. Another example for a MPEG PCI option plug-in card costs $3500.00 today with an on-board proprietary bus will cost, 12 months from now, less than $1000.00 with an on-board PCI bus, plugging into a PCI backplane.
Other hardware standards such as VME form factors and options provide mechanisms for building complex systems in a modular form, adding connections only as needed to meet future expansion requirements. Both VME and PCI are moving to take advantage of 64 bit datapaths to balance the overall system performance that 64 bit microprocessors deliver.
Software has become the most dominant factor in the system cost model. Development costs easily outstrip the replication costs by several orders of magnitude. Computer vendors have provided technologies here to reduce the developers cost structure including: X-Windows, POSIX APIs for operating systems, development tools and languages. X-Windows technology and standards continue to progress which in turn provide more capabilities to the MMI, allowing multi-headed displays. Also, displays are transmitted over communications media beyond the confines of the control room, to engineers and managers desks. This X-Windows progress simplifies development costs and protects the software investments for future hardware system enhancements. Both X-Windows and POSIX promote application software portability and protect the users investments. Another market force beyond the computer vendors is Microsoft who delivers mass produced operating systems, windowing systems, and development tools supporting industry standards and providing self-created de-facto standards.
These technologies and others enable you the use to have a choice of display device. Display devices such as PC's, Workstations, X-Windows Terminals, Multia (tm) ,etc., are available each having their own unique characteristics and value. This paper will not try to make a choice.
Summary
"CPU cycles are essentially free" "Address space is almost unlimited". These are common phrases that apply, in general, to today's computers. 64 bit computers are available NOW. 64 bit computers are available with leadership applications for the utilit y industry. Either way, as a utility, you benefit from either the falling costs of microprocessor t echnology or the increased functionality at the same price points of yesterday to tackle problems that could not be solved before. 64 bit systems are becoming mainstays of the control room, whether you know or not: "In fact, of the 23 large (million-dollar-plus) energy management and control contracts signed in North America in 1993, 13 of the wins went to Alpha AXP systems" [5] according to NewtonEvans Research. The two companies showcased an 8-gigabyte in-memory Oracle database running on Digital's 64-bit Alpha computers with the DEC OSF/1 operating system. Such large in-memory databases are impossible to implement with current 32-bit systems.
Applications that take advantage of VLDB technology, many of which employ multimedia technology, are becoming increasingly popular across industries such as telecommunications, manufacturing, retail, pharmaceuticals, laboratory information management, and banking.
This marks the first database application to fully exploit end-to-end 64-bit technology and sets a new standard with seamless integration of Oracle7 with Digital's Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP), clusters, and DEC OSF/1 operating system technologies. "The combination of Digital's 64-bit Alpha technology and 64-bit DEC OSF/1 UNIX operating system is the main ingredient to database capacity of this magnitude," said Pauline Nist, Digital's vice president, High End Servers. "Digital's 64-bit Alpha systems have this capability today and are in full swing. IBM might have 64-bit systems in 1996, Hewlett-Packard in 1997, Sun in 1998, and Compaq might have them in 1999." "We are very excited by this. 64-bit technology has made these results possible," said Robert Pariseau, VP, DEC Products Division, Oracle Corporation. "This means customers can look forward to viable 64-bit, UNIX based mainframe alternatives for large mission critical applications. Also, Oracle on DEC OSF/1 with 64-bit addressing will enhance Oracle's Media Server by enabling entire video images to be in memory."
Currently customers seeking mainframe alternatives are limited by the numbers of users, performance, and size of database that can be supported by existing 32-bit UNIX based systems. Digital and Oracle have broken these limits with today's demonstration. The delivery of this technology is one result of the more comprehensive, on-going joint Enterprise Solutions Program (ESP) which Oracle and Digital launched in July.
